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• General Introduction
  • Judgment in general- meaning and scope
  • Judgment in specific reference to judicial decision making

• Judgment in the light of relevant law
  • Order 20 rule 4 CPC
  • Section 24-A General Clauses Act.
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- Importance of Judgment
  - For Judge
  - For Litigants
  - For Public at large
- Relation between Judgment and Code of Conduct
- Categorization of Good and Bad Judgment
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- Evaluation of Judgment
- Biases and classification
  - Bias as a virus
- Tools for Overcoming Biases
  - To raise awareness
  - To check thought process
  - To shun colour blind approach
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- Test of framing issues and mind application
- Command over facts and law
- Interpretation of law
  - Demonstration through different preposition
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- Weaknesses
  - At times deviation from main topic
  - Too much academic
  - Dis-integration of Ideas
  - Lack of time management.
Skill Learnt
- Importance of Judgment
- Factors of Good Judgment
- No person is free from biases.
- Evaluation of own judgment.

Impact
- Improved skills of judgment writing.
- Un block un noticed perceptions.
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- Sensitization to the good practices of Judgment writings.
- Judgment Writing an Art and science.
- Various definitions of Contemporary legal scholars.
- Why write a judgment?
- General Guide lines.
  - DMP (Decision Making Process)
  - DJP (Decision Justifying Process)
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- **Style of writing**
  - not rhetorical
  - Plain
  - Comprehensive.
  - Know thy reader.

- **Strength**
  - Command over Topic
  - Extensive research on related literature.
  - Excellent communication.
  - Time Managed

- **Critical Analysis**
  - More theoretical.
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Skills learnt

- Motivation to read
- Introduction to international literature on the subject.

Impact.

- Judgement writing is no more an art but a science and research oriented.
The End....
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